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1. Introduction 

 

This document contains notes related to the MNS 6K Software Release 4.5.7 for the 

Garrettcom MNS Family of Switches. This is a patch release. 

2. Download and Support Information 

 

The Magnum MNS-6K Release 4.5.7 and MNS-6K-SECURE 14.5.7 software is available on 

the GCI web site at the following URL’s: 
 

http://www.garrettcom.com/techsupport/sw_downloads_10kt.htm - For 10K Switches 

 

http://www.garrettcom.com/techsupport/sw_downloads_6k.htm  - For 6K Switches 

 

Caution: Make sure your Magnum 10KT or 6K Switch is running Rel4.2.1 or higher before 

upgrading to Rel4.5.7. 

 

For technical questions about this Release, including new functionality, bug fixes, or 

upgrading from any other prior release, please see http://www.garrettcom.com/techsupport or 

contact Garrettcom’s Technical Support via email at gcisupport@garrettcom.com, or call our 

direct GCI Support line. 

3. Security Enhancements in MNS 6K SW Release 4.5.7 

 

 No security enhancements. 

4. New Features in Release 4.5.7 

 

 No new feature addition. 

5. Bug Fixes in Release 4.5.7 

 

(Note: To facilitate analysis, this is a cumulative list including bug fixes after 4.5.1) 

 

 Issue: 10KT is not forwarding BPDUs when Spanning Tree is disabled.  -- Fixed 

 

 Issue: Configuring Receive Buffer Limit in QoS in Galnet 3.  -- Fixed 

 

 Issue: VLAN settings page hangs on GUI of 10KT when creating VLAN through 

GUI.  -- Fixed 

 

 Issue: RSTP issue in Magnum 6KL version 4.5.0.  -- Fixed 

 

 Issue: Cross-Site scripting attack issues.  -- Fixed 

 

 Issue: MNS 6KQ devices loosing subnet.  --Fixed 

 

 Issue: Reboot Scheduler executes just once.  --Fixed 

 

http://www.garrettcom.com/techsupport/sw_downloads_6k.htm
http://www.garrettcom.com/techsupport
http://gna-bugzilla.garrettcom.garrettcom.com/bugzilla-2.20/show_bug.cgi?id=5757
http://gna-bugzilla.garrettcom.garrettcom.com/bugzilla-2.20/show_bug.cgi?id=5758
http://gna-bugzilla.garrettcom.garrettcom.com/bugzilla-2.20/show_bug.cgi?id=5730
http://gna-bugzilla.garrettcom.garrettcom.com/bugzilla-2.20/show_bug.cgi?id=5730
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 Issue: DHCP: Configuration: Un-configuration option is not available for add lease 

command in CLI but the same is available in WEB.  -- Fixed 

 

 Issue: QOS>Config>DUT not showing error message if some wrong character or 

value is configured in "set-port" "tag" command.  -- Fixed 

 

 Issue: PTP Clock Operating Mode stays as Master when Clock Mode is changed from 

Boundary to Transparent.  -- Fixed 

 

 Issue: Security Issues in the MNS Devices. -- Fixed 

 

 Issue: Alternate Time Offset Indicator TLV Support for PTP Power Profile.  -- Fixed 

 

 Issue: 6KL switch will not boot up after downgrade from 4.5.0 to 4.1.14.  -- Fixed 

 

 Issue: MSTP Protocol Multiple Instance creation is failing on 6KL running version 

4.5.0.  -- Fixed 

 

 Issue: Broadcast storm causing the audio controller to reboot connected to Magnum 

6k32 switches, 6KL, and 6KQE switches.  -- Fixed 

 

 Issue: LLDP: FUNCTIONAL: Neighbourship issue in LLDP with interface status 

disable and enable.  -- Fixed 

 

 Issue: QOS>Config>DUT not showing error message if some wrong character or 

value is configured in "set-port" "tag" command.  -- Fixed 

 

 Issue: 10KT=>VLAN=>Config=> Telnet session got hanged when "more is disable" 

and try to execute "show vlan" command on 10KT.  -- Fixed 

 

 Issue: STP>Functional> After changing pathcost, port state changes (forwarding, 

blocking) when ports are in disabled state.  -- Fixed 

 

 Issue: MSTP >Functional> DUT reboots when we try to configure instance with 

inactive vlan.  -- Fixed 

 

 Issue: LACP: behaviour of priority value set in WEB and CLI is inconsistent.  -- 

Fixed 

 

 Issue: LACP: WEB: LACP_CONFIG_WEB_08: Error is not showing if "priority" is 

set to a negative value while adding port in lacp.  -- Fixed. 

 

 Issue: LACP: CONFIG: Help command is required to be added for adding port in 

LACP with priority as "0".  -- Fixed. 

 

 Issue: 6K switch runs out of memory.  -- Fixed 

 

 Issue: LLDP: FUNCTIONAL: LLDP_SYS_FN_04: LLDP neighbour information is 

not removed from the DUT if LLDP is disable.  -- Fixed 

 

 Issue: LLDP: WEB: LLDP_REMOTE_WEB_02: LLDP remote Information is not 

showing any information.  -- Fixed. 
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 Issue: LLDP: WEB: LLDP_GLOBAL_CONFIG_WEB_04: wrongly generating error 

message for valid Transmit interval value 5.  -- Fixed. 

 

 Issue: MNS_System_Test_LLDP_V0.1: Functional: Management address TLV and 

Notification Default status is showing wrongly in "show config script" output.  -- 

Fixed 

 

 Issue: MSTP>Functional>After configuring some valid timer values, when we try to 

configure default timer values (forward-delay (15), hello-time (2), max-age (20)) 

DUT showing error message as "ERROR: Invalid Values".  -- Fixed 

 

 Issue: STP>Functional> If link is down in stp topology, connected port showing port 

stp state as "Unknown" in command "Show port=5".  -- Fixed 

 

 Issue: MSTP> Functional> DUT reboots if I tried to delete mstp instance with invalid 

symbol (-) "Magnum 6KL(mstp)##delete instance=1 vlan=9-".  -- Fixed 

 

 Issue: QOS>WEB>TOS port status from enable to disable is not working and 

showing wrong error message.  -- Fixed 

 

 Issue: STATIC_MULTICAST>CONFIG>When we add broadcast mac address 

instead of multicast mac or mac-address of more than 6octets(01:00:5e:01:01:0:02), 

DUT accepts both which is a wrong behaviour.  -- Fixed 

 

 Issue: STATIC_MULTICAST>CONFIG>When we add multicast mac with port no 

as long numerical value, DUT got hang or start showing scheduler error or DUT get 

rebooted.  -- Fixed 

 

 Issue: STP>CONFIG>STP "cost" command not showing any error message during 

entering wrong pathcost value as "0".  -- Fixed. 

 

 Issue: PROBLEM CHESF - SNMP/Ping access & QoS.  --Fixed 

 

 Issue: FFI/LLA feature on 10KT/ML3000 1588 fiber module.  -- Fixed 

 

 Issue: Dynamically learned vlan getting deleted manually from CLI.  -- Fixed 

 

 Issue: Support for OID from SolarWinds.  -- Fixed 

 

 Issue: LLDP Web Configuration issue with Magnum 6K16 (16 port switch) running 

firmware version 4.4.3 and 4.4.5. -- Fixed 

6. Features included from Release 4.5.0 

 

 Added Multiple Spanning Tree Protocol (MSTP) Support 

o MSTP (IEEE 802.1s) is an extension to the Spanning Tree Protocols, such as 

normal STP and RSTP. MSTP supports multiple instances of the spanning 

tree, so that there could be independent spanning trees, logically separated by 

Virtual LANs. As VLANs divide the network into several logical networks, 

MSTP provides spanning tree support for these logical networks. One or 

more VLANs can participate in an instance of MSTP, providing greater 

control on how the network topology is derived among the VLANs. 
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Note: For details on the functionality of the above feature, please consult the MNS 6K User 

Manual. 


